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Restaurants & Bars            

The neighbourhood comes alive at EAST Beijing through the bold, playful flavours our chefs are serving up at each of our four dining outlets. Each experience is refreshingly different; from intriguing Ice Brunches at FEAST and superfood bowls at Domain to romantic share plates at Xian and local craft beers at The Craft Container. 




With a focus on serving the freshest seasonal ingredients from farm to plate, we’re putting some excitement back in dining with a selection of nourishing and naughty dishes paired with original cocktails and local microbrews. 
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                        Enjoy seasonal menus prepared with the freshest ingredients at our all-day eatery FEAST (Food by EAST).
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                        Discover a delicious and healthy menu of superfoods, salads and juices at Domain, our café, lobby lounge and co-working space.
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                        Head to Xian, our ultra-chic bar and lounge for inventive cocktails, fine whiskies and our twist on tasty bar snacks. 
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                        Taste local beers from Beijing’s best craft breweries at our cool industrial themed bar The Craft Container.
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                        Le+ is a Cantonese restaurant that has a special focus on the Chaoshan sub region. 
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                            [image: Have you heard about our #GreenKitchen ?  To celebrate #WorldEnvironmentDay, our chefs speak with the next generation about the importance of sustainability in our kitchens.  If you haven’t yet, check out our full video in the link in bio.  #SD2030 #ThinkDifferently #SmallActionsBigChanges #EASTGoGreen #OurGreenHouses]
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                            [image: Grab a drink at Xian bar to kick off your holiday spirit. • • #atEAST #bar #cocktails #holidayvibes   Video credit @chadwick000000]
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                    “Great hotel and even greater staff”
                

                
                
                    TripAdvisor

                    
                
            

        


            
                
                        [image: In collaboration with the Shenzhen artist Dave Huang, we exhibited his recent created two new artworks from Comfort Zone series, which will also showcase in Beijing Contemporary Art EXPO during 28 April to 1 May.  Find more Dave’s artworks in our lobby at the ground floor until 16 May.  #atEAST #art #artist #popup #trendyart #exhibition]
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                        [image: To wrap up Earth Month, watch our chef and our sister hotels’ chefs speak with the next generation about the importance of sustainability for ensuring a greener future. It's all part of our Green Kitchen Initiative, which sets out to design and create more eco-conscious, low-impact restaurant spaces.   #ThinkDifferently #SmallActionsBigChanges #SwireHotelsSD2030 #EASTGoGreen #OurGreenHouses]
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                        [image: Drinking from the tap and stay plastic-free when we can.  #SD2030 #atEAST #sustainabilitymatters  #earthday  . . Photo credit: @chadwick000000]
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                        [image: In ”Bite of Happiness“, our recent ”Ideas To Wake Up To“ event, Jazz Li, Coco, and Claire Du recounted stories of how they formed meaningful bonds through sharing their love for vibrant flavours.   The key takeaway? Connection is everything, and there‘s nothing like the power of good food to bring people together and foster that sense of belonging.   Thank you to everyone for joining us in person and online! Click the link in bio to learn about our other ideas in Hong Kong, Beijing, and Miami. · · #atEAST #IdeasToWakeUpTo #TasteOfHappiness #FoodForMood #MentalWellnessMatters @eastmia @easthk @eastbj]
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            By continuing to browse www.easthotels.com, you will be agreeing to the Privacy Statement, and the Use of Cookies Policy while using the website.
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            EAST Beijing
            
        

        
            No.22 Jiuxianqiao Road, Chaoyang District,Beijing, China 100016
            

T                +86 10 8426 0888
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